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FASHIONABLE PORTIERES. 

fDlCORATING THE DOORWAY. 

REE idea of decorating the doorways is 

- _ coming more into general favor, 
r7 _ amany discarding their doors as use 

14!.-':'.., . r/Mtr r less incumbrances. Of course th e 
outside doors and others separating 

(y Fp Z # rooms requiring special seclusoion 
muist be retained. All other doors 

y;; ^ = might as well be removed, and their 

I ;: : ?2^1 - - places filled with curtains, which add 
an elegant feature to the room, and 

also allow a freer circulation of air 
and more even temperature throughout the house. Remove the 
hinges and have the mortises blocked up. Paint, stain, or 
otherwise finish to match the woodwork. 

SELECTING GOODS. 

Ia selecting goods for the portibre, there is generally a choice 
in favor of something of different figure and material frc m 
the window hangings, though often the same material of a 
different color would be appropriate. Select some contrastinmg 
color, which must also be in harmony with the walls. For fig 
ured goods avoid generally wandering vines, except when they 
occer in regular pattern curtains with borders all round, or 
floral. patterns, unless they are designed in well-defined masses 

qaite distinet from each other. Detached figures are generally 
to be preferred in the portiere. For figured material the vari 
ous styles of tapestries in silk, silk and wool and all wool, 
ftarnish all that can be desired. Goods woven in cross stripes 

are very- desirable, but avoid a vertical stripe, as it tends to 
give an impression of scantiness to the curtain. Plain, solid 
colors are rather to be favored as a contrast to a figured wall, 
especially if the curtains should be hung outside the casing, 
where they would be brought in direct contract with the wall 
hanging. Fine lines of plain goods especially adapted for 
portieres are manufactured from jute and flax, under the name 
of velours. They are made both single and double-faced, and 
are furnished in very reasonable prices in comparison to their 
effeet. These goods are made in all the modern colorings, and 
are- suitable for most occasions. The double-faced goods are 
easily made up, requiring no lining, and. can be finished by 

hemming all round, or by adding cord or fringe to the sides 

and bottom. The single-faced goods would have to be double 
in quantity to show an equal finish on both sides, but this 

would allow the use of another color, which could be selected 

with reference to the room in which it was shown. These could 
be made up without inner lining, as the two thicknesses of 
velours would be quite heavy enough. The single faced velours 
are very suitable for appliqu6 work, and handsome portieres 
can be made in that manner; good effects are also produced by 
inserting borders of figured velours, or by adding deep, heavy, 

netted fringe at the top or over the dado. Very elegant curtains 
of velours suitable for portieres are made in pairs, and many 
are made with each side a different color. These need only to 
be. finished the proper length and trimmed sides and bottom. 

PLUSHES. 

Mohair plush is sometimes used, but it is a bulky material, 
and, being single faced, would require to be doubled for a finish 
on both sides. It is a very durable material, but somewhat 
limited in range of color. Silk plush is better and more flexible, 

and can be had in almost any color and shade desired. Plushes 

excel in beauty all other unfigured material, and elegant cur 
tains can be m&de of these goods, trimmed with silk cords in 
diagonal lines or check work all over the surface, or use deep 
fringe at top and bottom., This material receives paint very 

well, and so offers an opportunity for fower painting, and 
a very dainty portiere for a boudoir could be made in this 

manner. 
BASTERN EFFECTS. 

Japanese needlework curtains, or panels properly mounted 
with silk or plush, make nice portieres for Summer houses. 
For a hall or reception-room entrance, the Turkish or Arabian 
goods are very effeetive. Some of them come in the form of 

I. ,. 

Tgz KHoRA8BAX-PARISIAN CURTAINS WITiI RICH BORDER. 

rugs, and are heavrily fringed, but trimming can be easily made 

to match if required. They should be hung int} a manner in 

keeping with their character. UsBe bamboo poles, or, better, 

suspend them from a rude spear or lance. The effect would be 

better if, instead of being drawn apart, they were stationaxy at 

the top, and were drawn up at the sides with heavy drapery 

ropes. Th:e lanlces, spears, or whaWtever is required, can be 

made to order by any brass founder working for the trade, or 
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they can be made of wood and metalized to exactly resemble 
any metal required. Pretty porti6res, and also curtains for 
windows for Summer houses, are made from various plain mate 
rials now in the market, and decorated with needlework. 

AS TO QUAN TITY. 

The questions as to materials have been made as prelimi 
nary steps towards ascertaining what is needed, and what the 

CAP Mm~~ a 

4~~~~~~~~~~f[cF 

2 ti" t~~~~~LH i 

cost would be. The quantities can easily be ascertained, by 
measuring the height of the door. For quantity in width, also, 
for almost any single door, if to be hung inside the casing, one 

breadth of fifty-inch goods or an equal quantity of narrow 
material. For single doors with portieres on outfride of casing, 
a single breadth of goods would be a scant allowance, so better 
allow a breadth for each side. Put the pole across top of 
casing. For double doors -with the curtain inside the casing, 
and the opening not exceeding five feet, one breadth of fifty-inch 
each side will be quite enough to give good pleating, and even 

if the opening increases to six feet, one breadth each side will 
be sufficient for most cases. Of course, in the latter case, the 
pleating would be out of the question. 
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